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GARMENT SPECIFICATION 
 

Heathcoat Style No: K-08280 Date: 12.03.13 

 

Description: Double Layer Balaclava with reinforced seams and extended yoke 

Sizes:  
ONE SIZE ONLY 

Fabric reference and description:  
Double layer: Kermel/Viscose K-03220 Weft knitted 1x1 Rib 

Fabric composition:  
50% Kermel 50% FR Viscose 

Labels:   
 

Heathcoat EN13911, contents and wash label; Heathcoat swing tag 

Packaging:  
10x garments in clear polythene bag with user instruction insert 

 
Compliance:  This garment complies with EN13911:2004 for fire fighter’s fire hoods and complies to Annex II of Directive 89/686/EC 
      (Certificate number: 52765/1)  
        
Wearer Advice: Qualified personnel must advise the following: 

Correct wearing of this garment 
Compatibility with other PPE items 
Has the garment reached its operational limit and what action needs to be taken? 

 
Limitations of Use: This fire hood has been designed to be worn next to the skin to give a specified level of protection against accidental contact with 
flame. The fire hood is for use as secondary protection against heat and flame and must be worn with other protective head gear. 
 
Product Care: This garment does not have a shelf life. Inspection for any damage or contaminants should be carried out on a regular basis. It is 
recommended that garment damage shall be repaired using inherently flame retardant fabrics or threads. 
 
Laundering: This garment is fully washable. Inadequate removal of contaminants may drastically reduce the heat and flame protection offered. There is a 
possibility of damage/loss of performance if incorrectly washed or dried and therefore it is recommended that the garment should be professionally cleaned. 
 
Storage: Always store in a clean, dry condition. Do not store in direct sunlight.  
 
Innocuousness: To the best of our knowledge, the material components utilised in the manufacture of this garment does not contain any substances that 
are known to adversely affect user hygiene or health. 
 
Garment Disposal: This garment is suitable for disposal via landfill sites in accordance with European Standards. 

 
Garment illustration: 

  

                   

 

Ö=Wash maximum 40°C MILD PROCESS 

G=Iron maximum 110°C 
F=May be dry cleaned 
V=DO NOT BLEACH==
Q=DO NOT TUMBLE DRY 
 
Do not use soap or fabric conditioner, use 

detergent only 

 


